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A thirst for adventure, a deep desire to push themselves beyond their comfort zones, and an
innate curiosity about the world and its peoples drive the biographies of the ten women
explorers profiled here. As explorers they bring skills in cartography, geography, history,
anthropology, botany, photography, linguistics and writing to their travels. Their stories begin with
Sacagawea, a Native guide in the Lewis and Clark expedition in 1805, and end in the present,
with Mattie McNair and Denise Martin, the Canadian leaders of Arctic and Antarctic expeditions.
These are stories of women who dared to push beyond the safety of their own communities in
order to live their dreams.

From School Library JournalGrade 4-7–Most of the dozen adventurous women described here
had a few things in common: an insatiable curiosity, a need to challenge the mind and the body,
and a desire to share with others what they learned. The entries are arranged chronologically,
beginning with Sacagawea and concluding with Matty McNair and Denise Martin's 1997 British
Women's Polar Relay to the North Pole. Other profiles include preacher and missionary Amanda
Berry Smith, Canadian mountaineers Phyllis Munday and Sharon Wood, Inuit wilderness guide
Ada Blackjack, French Buddhist traveler to India and Tibet Alexandra David-Néel, Near East
enthusiast Freya Stark, and Irish bicycling explorer Dervla Murphy. Each account details some of
the life-threatening dangers and extreme hardships these women endured to reach their goals.
Remarkable photographs taken by American Edith S. Watson combine with the sensitive
writings of her companion Victoria Hayward to record now-vanished ways of life and cultures of
many Canadian peoples from the 1890s through the 1920s. Halftone photographs of the
subjects, often in the field, and small sidebars of inspiring quotes or supplementary facts
highlight the text. Rooney took much of her information from the women's own writings as
evidenced by the list of resources appended. In size and scope, this work resembles many
others on women explorers, discoverers, and inventors, but is certainly a valuable supplement to
them rather than a duplicate.–Ann G. Brouse, Steele Memorial Library, Elmira, NYCopyright ©
Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers
to the paperback edition.From BooklistGr. 5-8. Like Penny Colman's recent Adventurous Women
(2006), Rooney's collective biography, in the Women's Hall of Fame series, celebrates intrepid
women who stepped out--not because they hoped for fame, but for the sake of curiosity, for
spiritual enlightenment, or for the sheer fun of doing something different. With the exception of
Sacagawea, Rooney's 10 subjects won't be familiar to readers. Few will have heard of Amanda
Berry Smith, who was born into slavery and went on to became a Christian missionary in Africa;
Dervla Murphy, who rode her bicycle from Ireland to India; or Matty McNair, who led an 1997
expedition of women to the North Pole. Rooney's prose is serviceable, and the biographical



summaries unfold without much elaboration. It's the facts of the women's lives that will draw an
audience, but, unfortunately, readers must get past the drab format--densely packed pages with
small, blurry photos--to appreciate them. Those who persevere and want more will find the
appended further readings useful. Rooney's book makes an easy pairing with Colman's; there's
no subject crossover. Stephanie ZvirinCopyright © American Library Association. All rights
reserved --This text refers to the paperback edition.ReviewRemarkable photographs taken by
American Edith S. Watson combine with the sensitive writings of her companion Victoria
Hayward to record now-vanished ways of life and cultures of many Canadian peoples from the
1890s through the 1920s. ― School Library Journal --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Book DescriptionJourney through time and place with 12 extraordinary women explorers.
--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorFrances Rooney is a writer, editor,
and spiritual director who lives in Toronto. Her books include Working Light: The Wandering Life
of Photographer Edith S. Watson (published in Canada, the U.S. and Britain) and Our Lives
(finalist for the Lambda Award). --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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PEOPLE TO EXPLORE? Most of us, faced with danger, poor food, extreme heat or cold, lack of
money, and the possibility of illness or even death, would probably run home to a warm bed and
three meals a day. And yet, for the thrill of the journey, many adventurous individuals face their
fears and welcome, even seek out, the mysteries of the unknown—from bandits and wolves to
frostbite and starvation.Exploration and adventure, often considered the realm of men, have
always attracted women. In this book, you will meet women who refused to let the added
difficulties of being a woman explorer keep them from following their dreams. The unknown
called to them and they answered.Why do women keep returning to the unknown, some of them
over a period of sixty or seventy years? First, there is curiosity. Freya Stark became more and
more curious as she went along, saying, “Curiosity ought to increase as one gets older.” Then
there is the lure of faraway places. Freya said of that, “The beckoning counts, and not the
clicking of the latch behind you: and all through life that actual moment of emancipation still
holds that delight, of the whole world coming to meet you like a wave.” And the challenge.
Alexandra David-Néel put it this way: “I was inspired by the desire to do something no one else
had and to try myself physically and intellectually.” There is also the fascination of the journey
itself: “The snow peaks, the silence, the contentment, the clear air, the sense of exhilaration and
energy and peace,” as Dervla Murphy put it. And sometimes these women took into account the
importance of being women explorers. Alexandra David-Néel wrote, “All sights, all things which
are Lhasa’s own beauty and peculiarity, would have to be seen by the lone woman explorer who
had the nerve to come to them from afar, the first of her sex.”Many of the famous male explorers
went through the world claiming territories, conquering peoples, and destroying cultures. Part of
what sets people apart as explorers, and in particular as women explorers, is their attitude



toward what they are doing and toward the places they go and the people they meet.Almost all
women explorers have pointedly and repeatedly expressed their awe, respect, and appreciation
for the places that they have gone and the people they have met. These women did not want to
claim or conquer anyone or anything. In our world, where there is so much violence both against
people and against our delicate environment, this attitude is a huge gift. Matty McNair put it very
clearly after she and Denise Martin led the Women’s Relay to the North Pole: “We didn’t conquer
the Arctic; we came to move across it and to learn from it.” Edith Watson photographed people
who were at ease with her in a way that can only happen when people think highly of each other.
Victoria Hayward’s writings speak vividly of and with great respect for the many cultures among
New Canadians. She judges no one, feels no sense of superiority, is interested only to observe
and learn, not to change people but to be changed by them. Amanda Berry Smith was happy to
talk with people whether they accepted what she said or not. Sharon Wood made the
connection between the inner and outer journey: “Climbers don’t conquer mountains. The
conquest occurs within the mind of the climber, in penetrating those self-imposed barriers of
fears, doubts and limitations, and getting through to that good stuff—that stuff called potential,
most of which we rarely use.” Freya Stark noted that she went not to prove or teach anything but
to observe and learn. Phyllis Munday went to both climb mountains and learn things that she
could share with others. Alexandra David-Néel went on a personal and spiritual journey as well
as a physical one, and shared her discoveries in a way that taught the Western world about the
East and about Buddhism. The challenge and the reward for these women is in the expansion of
the human spirit, not political conquest. As Freya Stark wrote, “This is a great moment, when you
see, however distant, the goal of your wandering … It matters not how many ranges, rivers, or
parching, dusty ways may lie between you: it is yours now forever.”Two of the women in this book
lived into their hundredth year. Others also lived long and well. Still others continue to travel,
explore, and seek new people and places; age does not seem to tie them down. In addition to
being explorers they were geographers, cartographers, historians, anthropologists, botanists,
photographers, mothers, and well-known writers. It seems that pursuing physical and intellectual
challenge and following your dreams contributes to a long and full life.The women in this book,
who explored over a period of almost two hundred years, have many sisters in spirit and action.
Sharon Wood was the sixth woman to climb Mount Everest—the first we know of was Junko
Tabei, from Japan, in 1975. Alexandra David-Néel’s routes crossed and recrossed those of
Isabella Bird Bishop thirty years earlier. In 1985 a twenty-four-year-old Australian, Sorrell Wilby,
set out to walk from Tibet to Lhasa, a distance of 2880 kilometers (1800 miles).Nor were the
places the women in this book went the only areas women have explored. Dervla Murphy
crossed Africa at its widest point from east to west. More than two hundred years earlier, Isabel
Gramson Godin set out to walk across South America from west to east. In the early 1930s,
Violet Cressy started at the Atlantic side and went up the Ebook Tops. In the 1880s, Florence
Dixie explored Patagonia, at the southern tip of South America. In 1977 Jane Stanger went to
Madagascar for a year. She is still there. In 2004 Canadian Jody James walked the Australian



Outback. As I write this, Matty McNair is leading a sixty-day expedition to the South Pole. These
are some of the women we know of. There are hundreds more …
SACAGAWEA1790(?)-1884NO ONE KNOWS HOW OLD SACAGAWEA WAS WHEN, in 1805
and 1806, she accompanied the Lewis and Clark Expedition across the American plains and
through the mountains to the Pacific Ocean, but she was probably no more than fourteen or
fifteen. This voyage and her contribution to the expedition earned her a place in both the history
and the mythology of the American West.Born in what is now central Montana in the United
States, Sacagawea grew up learning the ways of her nation and living the nomadic life of her
tribe, the Shoshone. In summer the Shoshone people lived on the berries, fish, and wild game of
the eastern Rockies. In winter they moved down to the plains east of the mountains to hunt
larger animals, including buffalo.The name “Sacagawea” means Bird Woman and was given to
her by her captors. Nobody knows what her original Shoshone name might have been. Because
“Sacagawea” is a phonetic spelling of a Minetaree word, it has sometimes been interpreted as
“Sakakawea” or “Sacajawea” instead.When Sacagawea was eleven or twelve, and while the
men were away hunting, an enemy tribe, the Minetaree, raided the Shoshone camp, killing some
of the women and children and taking others as slaves. Sacagawea and a friend had been
picking berries by the river, and they tried to get away by hiding in the trees at the banks and
fleeing downstream. Sacagawea was captured; her friend disappeared.The Minetaree took
Sacagawea east to their village, in what is now the state of North Dakota. There she lived in
slavery until she was married to Toussaint Charbonneau, a French-Canadian fur trader who won
her in a card game. Charbonneau treated Sacagawea badly and she continued to work like a
slave. Soon, in 1804, Sacagawea became pregnant.Far to the east in the new United States,
Thomas Jefferson had been elected president in 1802. He had long dreamed of annexing part of
the Louisiana Territory west of the Mississippi River, then owned by the French. In 1803, France
agreed to sell the entire territory for $15 million. The purchase more than doubled the size of the
new country.Jefferson obtained $2,500 from Congress to sponsor an expedition to explore and
map the new territory and to observe and record its plant and animal life. After a year of
preparation, the forty-five men of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, with supplies and several large
canoes, left St. Louis, Missouri, and headed north and west, up the Missouri River, into the
unknown.A young Shoshone woman in the late 1800s.Sacagawea’s husband, Charbonneau,
heard about the expedition and offered his services as a translator to Lewis and Clark. His
original plan was to go alone, but when the organizers hesitated, he told them that he had two
wives who belonged to the Shoshone Nation, across whose land the expedition would have to
travel. His wives could help them pass peacefully through the area and could also help them buy
the horses they would badly need by the time they got there. Lewis and Clark agreed to take
Charbonneau on as long as one of his wives also came.Sacagawea’s baby, Jean-Baptiste,
quickly nicknamed Pomp (which means first-born in Shoshone), was born on February 11, 1805.
When he was just a few weeks old, the expedition left, and Pomp travelled in a pouch strapped
to his mother’s body.Sacagawea’s skills were soon needed. When food grew scarce, she found



roots and edible plants in the forests. The expedition ate over a hundred pounds of meat a day,
so her knowledge of the animals they could hunt was crucial. At times, it was Sacagawea and
Lewis’s Newfoundland dog, Scammon, who kept the men fed: Sacagawea by providing fresh
fruits and berries that, although no one knew it at the time, kept the dreaded disease scurvy
away, and the dog by tracking large animals and catching squirrels, beaver, and small
game.With spring and thawing ice and snow, the Missouri River flowed faster, and the rapids
became increasingly treacherous. The members of the expedition needed all their strength and
skill to keep going. Once, while Sacagawea was travelling in the largest of the three boats
(known as pirogues), a gust of wind came up and almost overturned it. Not long after, a storm
hit, and the sail ripped away from the man who was tending it. Then the boat started to fill with
water and Charbonneau, never a brave man, panicked at the helm. Only when an expedition
member held him at gunpoint did he again grab the rudder and steer the boat while others
bailed water. By that time, the captain’s journals and all the expedition’s papers, navigation
instruments, medicine, and goods to trade and give to the First Nations people they
encountered had fallen into the river. Sacagawea first made sure that Pomp was secure, then
reached into the foaming water, even though the boat was still in danger of sinking, and retrieved
everything she could. Lewis praised her courage and quick thinking and said that Sacagawea
had saved things that were worth his life, perhaps all their lives.As the group of forty-five men,
their two leaders, and Sacagawea and Pomp went up the Missouri, Lewis and Clark named
rivers after members of the group. They named one particularly pretty stream the Sacagawea
River.When Sacagawea’s son Pomp was older, Lewis educated him in Europe, where he
learned several languages before returning to North America to work as a guide in the
northwest.By June, the travellers were miserable from mosquitoes, gnats, fleas, lack of food,
muddy water, and the threat of grizzly bears and rattlesnakes. Even the dog was miserable from
insect bites and sharp thorns in his paws. Several of the men became ill. Sacagawea, too,
developed a high fever and stomach cramps. For several days Clark bled her by opening one of
her veins and keeping it open. He gave her a strong laxative and opium. These were accepted
medical practices of the day, but they just made her worse. Soon it was clear to everyone,
including Sacagawea, that without some drastic change, she would die. After six days of high
fever and bleeding, her pulse was faint, and her fingers and arms twitched. Lewis, who had been
away, returned, saw how sick Sacagawea was, and gave her healing bark and mineral water.
She got better enough to refuse all further treatment, and after a few more days she was sitting
up, eating soup and buffalo meat. During the several weeks it took to carry the boats and
supplies around the Great Falls of the Missouri and continue upriver, Sacagawea stayed in camp
and regained her strength.In the 1800s it was common practice to cut sick people so that the
disease would leave their body with the ‘bad’ blood.Soon after the group started out again, they
came to an area of deep canyons with almost vertical sides. The only way past them was to go
down into each canyon and then up the other side. Sacagawea climbed them with Pomp
strapped to her.On June 29, 1805, as they started to climb out of one of these canyons, a gentle



rain turned into a furious thunderstorm with huge hailstones. They took refuge under a large
boulder, but rocks began hurtling down the sides of the canyon and deeper and deeper streams
of water rushed around their feet and legs. If they were going to survive, they had to get to the
top of the canyon. The rain ripped Pomp from his carrier, and Sacagawea carried him with one
arm, hanging onto the cliff with the other. Charbonneau saved himself. Clark pushed Sacagawea
ahead of him, and he, Sacagawea, and Pomp made it to the top.When the party reached
Shoshone territory, Lewis took three men and headed off to look for Sacagawea’s people and
the horses the expedition now needed if they were ever to get to the Pacific. They were gone for
almost a month. The Shoshones they saw ran away at the approach of these strangers. The men
needed Sacagawea to make the contact.“The Indian woman who has been of great service to
me as a pilot through this country recommends a gap in the mountains more south, which I shall
cross,” wrote Clark in his diary.She found the Shoshone camp and, taking Pomp, Lewis, Clark,
and a few others with her, approached. Seeing her, her people did not run away. Then a young
woman rushed up to Sacagawea: she was the friend who had been with Sacagawea when the
Minetaree had captured her. Her friend had been named Jumping Fish for the way she had fled
the marauders through the water.Later in the day, Lewis and Clark needed Sacagawea to
interpret for them when they met with the chief. She translated Shoshone into Minetaree, her
husband translated the Minetaree to French, and one of the soldiers translated the French into
English. As the meeting began and the chief spoke, Sacagawea recognized his voice: he was
her brother. She and Cameahwait embraced, and she wrapped him in her blanket in a gesture of
affection. She asked about other members of her family, and he told her that only one other
brother and a nephew were still alive. Sacagawea, Bird Woman, had come home.The expedition
stayed with the Shoshone to visit and to buy horses. Even though they needed Sacagawea’s
knowledge of the terrain, Lewis and Clark were willing for her to stay there with her people. Much
to their relief, she chose to accompany them the rest of the way. This meant crossing the Rocky
Mountains and travelling to the Great Water, the Pacific Ocean, in the west.It was September,
and snow had already fallen in the mountains. There was little food, and the men ate any roots or
berries Sacagawea could find. The going was treacherous and a mistake could mean that they
would freeze in the mountains and might never be found. In places the trail had to be cut with
axes.When food gave out the expedition ate candles. Slowly they continued, most of the men
sick or hurt. Clark had injured his hip and could barely walk, and Lewis was sick. Sacagawea
found whatever bits she could for the men to eat, taking care of herself and Pomp all the
way.Finally the trail started to descend. They had survived the winter and the mountains. There
were fish, streams of running water, and trees to make into boats. On the way up the Missouri
River they had met few other people. Now there were scattered tribes of Shoshone with whom
Sacagawea could make first contact. Since a woman was with the men, the tribes knew that they
came in peace. Clark wrote in his journal, “This sight of this Indian woman … [assured] these
people of our friendly intentions … no woman ever accompanied a war party in this quarter.” The
expedition went down the Columbia River until it grew wider and wider. Finally it was impossible



to see the sides of the river and the water became salty. They had made it to the Pacific.There
are more statues of Sacagawea in the U.S. than of any other woman. This one is in North
Dakota.They set up camp close to the ocean, in what is now Astoria, Oregon. English, Spanish,
Americans, and Russians had been there before them, but had always arrived by sea: no non-
First Nations people had ever travelled from the east by land. The expedition spent the winter
preparing for the return trip. One day a whale washed up on the shore near their camp.
Sacagawea had heard about whales, huge fish that breathe air and are bigger than four or five
buffalo. When Charbonneau said he would not take her to the ocean to see it, she spoke to
Captain Clark and the two of them went. Sacagawea spoke of the ocean and of that whale for
the rest of her life.On March 23, 1806, the group started back. This trip, too, was difficult and
relied on the wild food that Sacagawea found. They took a different route through Shoshone
territory and did not see Sacagawea’s people as they passed through. Charbonneau decided to
go to St. Louis where Clark had promised to find him work. (Clark also offered to pay for Pomp’s
education when the time came, and he did.) Charbonneau received $533.33 for his work with
the expedition. Sacagawea was paid nothing.After living briefly in St. Louis, Charbonneau
returned to the wilderness and Sacagawea began her travels. Charbonneau was last seen in
1839. Sometime between then and 1842 he died.



N. Gavick, “A pillow-tucker. I refer to this book as a pillow-tucker - small enough to tuck under
your pillow so it's handy to get to.Such an entertaining book - giving just enough of a vignette to
whet your tastebuds and some idea what ladies of this ilk and era faced in their plight to finally
be free from the mundane lives of most Victorian ladies.”

Mrs C Swan, “Prompt delivery. Goods as advertised.. Prompt delivery.  Goods as advertised.”

The book by Frances Rooney has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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